TXM Technology, part of TXM Recruit, is an established
specialist recruitment consultancy with a proactive, dynamic
approach to permanent and contract recruitment solutions
within the Finance, Aerospace, Automotive, Built Environment,
Defence, Rail, IT & Technology, General Engineering and
Turnkey Projects industries. The TXM Technology team can
fulfil recruitment needs across the full project cycle.
The whole TXM Group prides itself on its bespoke design to
recruitment solutions, both benefitting clients and candidates.
The group’s approach is consultative which maintains our
brand promise to always “Go The Xtra Mile.”

RICHARD JOHNSON

With over ten years client facing experience, Richard
progressed into a career within IT recruitment and has built
a reputation as a professional recruitment consultant. He
has dedicated himself to account management and the skills
needed to deliver a positive and collaborative solution for all
involved.
He works closely with his clients to understand their needs, and
delivers a bespoke service designed to save clients time, money
and pain.
With his career background and a strong team around him,
Richard is able to deliver on time and achieve the level of
success and service delivery expected of TXM Technology.
The technologies Richard’s division operates within includes
but is not limited to; Infrastructure, Project Management,
Platforms, Digital, Engineering, Testing, IT Security and Storage
across all industry verticals. This cross-industry coverage
provides the team with a current and live candidate pool to
draw upon.
With the IT market being candidate driven, there is a significant
emphasis on networking to deliver the best talent in the market
and not those just available using traditional and mainstream
recruitment methods.
Richard believes in a very structured, open and honest
recruitment process with clear channels of communication,
which is essential to both clients and candidates, updating
both parties at regular intervals to manage expectations and
mitigate any risk.
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Outside of work, Richard is a keen cyclist and likes to explore
new places, always keeping an eye out for a bargain, and most
of all, he enjoys spending time with his nearest and dearest.

